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1 Introduction

Theoretical investigations on the effect of wind on ship manoeuvring and
course-keeping can be traced back to the days of wind sailing [1]. In the mod-
ern period the theme continued to attract attention due to its significance for
ships that are characterised either by a high superstructure or by a substantial
variation of their windage area between the full-load and ballast condition [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6] and [7]. Especially when operating in or near restricted wa-
ters, wind loading could bear detrimental effects for ship safety. Nonetheless,
one feels that deeper understanding about the nature of phenomena that de-
termine the course stability and turning performance of ships, even in our
days, is incomplete. From this perspective, in this paper will be presented
some of our key research findings concerning the “horizontal-plane” nonlin-
ear dynamics of a modern ferry subjected to strong unidirectional wind. In
such an environment, deflection of the rudder serves dual purpose: either for
setting the ship on turning motion; or for offsetting the wind effect so that a
desired straight-line course is maintained. Knowledge of the domains of these
principal types or response in state/parameter space and the possibility some
conditions to play host to more complex types of behaviour is essential for
eliciting the operational profile of the ship.
A mathematical model was thus built by combining a detailed wind load-
ing module with a standard hydrodynamic model of ship surge, sway, yaw
and roll motions [8]. Course-keeping capability for any possible heading rela-
tively to the wind was assessed firstly, by coupling the mathematical model
with a well-known continuation algorithm. The stationary states that corre-
spond to operation of the ship at specific headings were found to undergo
stability changes: at saddle-nodes near to the beam wind condition; and at
supercritical Hopf points that arise in head wind and lead to parasitic oscil-
latory yawing where the course is maintained in the mean. It was discovered
that a “Bogdanov-Takens” phenomenon determines the highest wind velocity
where the Hopf bifurcation can arise. Continuation of oscillatory yawing was
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also pursued, which however was sometimes terminated by the abrupt dissa-
pearance of the oscillations. A homoclinic bifurcation was revealed to dictate
the ending of oscillations in these cases. Notably, the oscilations could have
been removed in the first place by means of suitable rudder control [8]. In
a parallel line of research, the evolution of ordinary turning (periodic type)
responses in wind was tackled. It is known that ships may not be able to
execute complete turning manoeuvres in strong wind. Continuation of these
principal periodic responses revealed that this limit is determined in most
cases by a homoclinic-to-saddle node phenomenon and in fewer cases by a
standard homoclinic saddle connection. In either scenario, the collision with
the “course-keeping” equilibria provides the critical condition. This interest-
ing interaction is shown on a common diagram collecting the evolution of both
“turning” and “course-keeping” responses.

2 Mathematical model

The mathematical model is built by superposition of a wind-loading module
to a standard semi-empirical model of still-water hydrodynamics addressing
the combination of ship, propeller and rudder. With the wind assumed steady
and memory effects neglected, it is straightforward to turn it into a system of
ordinary differential equations of the canonical autonomous form: ż = F(z; a)
The mathematical model was inserted into MATCONT [9], a well known soft-
ware for continuation analysis of dynamical systems that exploits the strengths
(and weaknesses) of the MATLAB environment.
The ship examined is a modern Ro-Pax ferry with length 191.85 m, breadth
25 m, draught 6.2 m and a superstructure reaching 24 m above sea-level. The
design of the ship was accomplished in the 90’s during a nationally funded
research project. Two propellers are able to thrust the ship to a 28 knots ser-
vice speed and two rudders behind them provide sufficient steering capability.
A rendered view of the ship is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The investigated Ro-Pax

Surge, sway, yaw and roll motions are considered, with essential couplings
and nonlinearities included. With reference to a non-inertial system of axes
whose origin is placed at midships, the equations of motion can be expressed
as follows (key symbols are collected in the nomenclature):
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Surge : m(u̇− rv) = XH +XP +XR +XW

Sway : m(v̇ + ru) = YH + YP + YR + YW

Y aw : Izz ṙ = NH +NP +NR +NW

Roll : Ixxṗ = KH +KP +KR +KW

(1)

Terms of hydrodynamic hull reaction type are approximated by Taylor-
series expansions of the total (potential plus viscous) forces and moments
according to standard (semi-empirical) practice in ship manoeuvring theory
(e.g. [10]). The expressions can be found in Spyrou et al. [8]. Longitudinal
thrust as function of propeller’s rate of rotation is approximated by a polyno-
mial fit to available propeller performance data. Rudder forces and moments
are calculated as follows:

XR = −FN sin δ
YR = −(1 + αH)FN cos δ

NR = − [1 + αH(xH/xR)] zRFN cos δ
KR = −(1 + αH)zRFN cos δ

(2)

The so-called rudder normal force FN is determined from the well-known
expression:

FN =
1
2
ρARU

2
Rf(Λ) sinαR (3)

Wind loads were determined according to the model of Blendermann [11]
and [12], with some modification accounting for the effect of the heel angle:

XW = CX · qref ·AF

YW = CY · qref ·AL

NW = CN · qref ·AL · LOA

KW = CK · qref ·AL ·H · cos2 φ
(4)

Wind loading coefficients for the different modes of motion are used as-
suming uniform flow. However, the wind gradient above water is taken into
account. The wind loading coefficients for a passenger ship with profile sim-
ilar to our investigated ship were extracted from Blendermann [12]. These
coefficients were approximated by Fourier series. Both “extracted” and fitted
coefficients of the investigated ferry for the four directions of motion are shown
in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Experimental and “fitted” wind loading coefficients

3 Course-keeping capability

3.1 Stationary Responses

Curves of equilibrium heading as the rudder angle is varied are shown in
Fig. 3 for several wind velocities (ship velocity is fixed at the relatively low
value of US = 6.18 m/s). Strong stern quartering wind causes saddle-type
instability. Maximum rudder angle requirements for course-keeping are met
in nearly beam wind. In wind from the bow the ship regains course stability;
but in a narrow region around exact head wind the ship experiences either
saddle-type unstable behaviour once more; or an oscillatory periodic yawing
behaviour around the desired heading that is generated through a supercriti-
cal Hopf bifurcation.
To trace the evolution of the bifurcation points that appear in the above

diagram (which we have called “wind steering diagram”) we carried out
codimension-2 continuation, starting from the turning point near beam wind
at wind velocity UW = 24 m/s. Wind velocity and rudder angle were then
varied simultaneously. The obtained diagram is shown also in Fig. 3. As the
wind is gradually lowered, one notes a secondary folding of the curve, gener-
ated at a cusp. Later on, the original folding disappears at a new cusp. These
two cusps arise at wind velocities 19.8 m/s and 16.33 m/s. Therefore, in be-
tween the two cusps three turning points exist and thus an equal number of
changes of stability take place. Codimension-2 continuation has been carried
out also for the supercritical Hopf point that is responsible for the periodic
yawing in head wind. The same was done for a new folding of the curve of
equilibrium headings that is particular to the head wind region (Fig. 4). It
is remarkable that these two curves coalesce at 25.65 m/s thus realising a
so-called “Bogdanov-Takens” interaction phenomenon. Thereafter the branch
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of Hopf points seizes to exist which means that at very high wind speeds no
self-sustained oscillations should be expected. A similar interaction is noted
at very low wind speed as the Hopf curve moves nearer to the beam-wind
condition, ultimately touching the locus of saddle nodes that exist in that
region.
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Fig. 3. Continuation of equilibrium headings and bifurcation loci
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Fig. 4. As above, for the range of high wind velocities

3.2 Self-sustained Periodic Responses

By keeping a constant rudder angle δ = -0.020 rad, limit cycles emerged and
died out smoothly from a supercritical Hopf point. This can be observed in
Fig. 5 where 3-D view of the evolution of the limit-cycle is shown. It is notable
that the amplitude droped after a certain wind velocity.
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Fig. 5. 3-D view of periodic and stationary course-keeping states as wind speed is
varied. (US = 6.18 m/s, δ = -0.020 rad)

A similar diagram, yielding though a different set of results, is shown in
Fig. 6. In this case at a constant rudder angle of δ = -0.015 rad, limit cycles are
again born from a supercritical Hopf point but they disappear abruptly as the
wind velocity is increased. Simulation confirmed that the period of oscillation
near that region increased to infinity. Superimposing the curve of equilibrium
headings on the same graph revealed a homoclinic saddle connection. The
oscillations change progressively in shape as they are drawn closer to the
unstable stationary points. Ultimately, they disappear due to collision with
an unstable equilibrium.
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Fig. 6. 3-D view of periodic and stationary states as wind speed is varied (US =
6.18 m/s, δ = -0.015 rad)
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4 Dynamic behaviour during turn

Setting the rudder at an angle should initiate turning motion. In unidirec-
tional wind one expects that, for relatively small rudder angles, the motion
after the initial transient will settle to one of the “course-keeping” patterns
discussed in the previous section. For larger angles however the ship should
be able to perform recurrent turns (which however should not “close” due to
the directionality introduced to the field by the wind vector). These principal
types of response are shown for two characteristic settings of the rudder in
Fig. 7. It is conjectured that a bifurcation phenomenon determines the sepa-
ratrix between the domains of course-keeping and turning, but its nature has
not been identified thus far. We shall thus attempt to track the evolution of
the periodic responses which correspond to turning motion. Unfortunately,
continuation of periodic states cannot be performed directly upon the system
of ordinary differential equations presented in Section 2 because, although a
pattern of repetition is obtained, the variable that represents the heading ψ
and appears explicitly in the state-vector of our system increases monotoni-
cally i.e. it is not a periodic function of time. In the first instance this poses
a serious difficulty for performing continuation and to overcome this compu-
tational obstacle, some suitable transformation of the variable was contrived.
Specifically, the following pair of dummy variables was introduced: a = cosψ,
b = sinψ under the condition a2 + b2 = 1. Then it is legitimate to substitute
the kinematic relationship ψ̇ = r that appears in the mathematical model by
the pair of equations ȧ = d

dt (cosψ) = −ψ̇ sinψ = −rb, ḃ = −ra. By means
of this transformation all variables of the modified state-vector are periodic
functions and thus, in principle, it becomes feasible to carry out continuation
of the steady turning motion pattern in wind, as the rudder angle is varied.
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Fig. 7. Simulation of turn and course-keeping after change of rudder angle from 0.5
to 0.3 rad (UW = 26 m/s and US = 6.18 m/s)

To initialize continuation, a periodic steady-state was captured by setting
the rudder to maximum deflection. Then, by using a point of it as initial
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condition and progressively decreasing the rudder angle, the period of os-
cillation was traced going to infinity as a rudder angle about 0.30 rad was
approached from higher values (Fig. 8). The character of the response pattern
is grasped by the time-histories of the steady yaw rate shown in Fig. 9. It
seems therefore that a homoclinic event must be taking place.
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Fig. 8. The period of oscillation going to infinity (UW = 26 m/s and US = 6.18
m/s)
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Fig. 9. Characteristic time histories of yaw rate in 0.304 and 0.5 rad (UW = 20 m/s
and US = 6.18 m/s)

In order to disclose the type of interaction that takes place, we have com-
bined the current continuation of “turns” with the continuation of equilibrium
headings as the rudder angle is varied. Thus, stationary behaviour associated
with course-keeping and periodic behaviour realised during turning motion are
shown in unison. The result is illustrated in the 3-D diagram of Fig. 10 which
includes also the locus of saddle nodes (near beam wind) that appear in the
curves of equilibrium headings. This particular curve was obtained through
codimension-2 continuation, by considering both wind velocity and rudder
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angle as control parameters.
The diagram reveals that a periodic state touches the curve of equilibria at a
saddle-node of the latter. This is a special type of homoclinic bifurcation usu-
ally referred to as homoclinic-to-saddle-node or else omega-explosion. In this
global bifurcation an intermittency catastrophe of the flow associated with
the limit-cycles is realised. Below the critical rudder angle the limit cycle is
broken and the trajectory spirals towards a nearby stable stationary head-
ing. This trajectory (obtained by simulation) denotes clearly that the ship is
unable to execute a complete turn, ending up on straight-line course.
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Fig. 10. A 3-D view of the periodic and stationary states as rudder angle is varied.
The locus of saddle-nodes for a range of wind velocities is also shown. An omega
explosion event is noted for UW = 28 m/s and US = 6.18 m/s

We have checked whether the omega explosion could be globally identified
as responsible for the destruction of the periodic states, for all wind velocities.
It was observed that at a lower wind velocity (UW = 26 m/s), omega explo-
sion exchanges its place to a standard homoclinic saddle connection. This is
verified by Fig. 11. At a much lower wind velocity however (UW = 16 m/s)
the phenomenon of omega explosion takes place again (Fig. 12). Therefore,
the dynamical interaction phenomena, together with their domain in terms of
wind velocity, that govern the separatrix between course-keeping and turning
are summarised in Table 1. The three critical interactions discussed have been
collected in a single diagram in Fig. 13.

5 Conclusion

For the investigated ferry the “course-keeping” and “turning” types of re-
sponse in uniform wind are determined, for the most part of the realistic wind
velocity range, by a homoclinic-to-saddle-node bifurcation. In the remaining
cases the two are separated by a classical homoclinic saddle connection.
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Fig. 11. As above, for UW = 26 m/s and US = 6.18 m/s. A homoclinic saddle
connection takes place
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Fig. 12. As above, for UW = 16 m/s and US = 6.18 m/s. The omega explosion has
recurred

Table 1. Type of bifurcation per range of wind velocities

Wind velocity Type of global bifurcation

until 17 m/s Homoclinic-to-Saddle-Node
17 m/s to 28 m/s Homoclinic-to-Hyperbolic-Saddle
above 28 m/s Homoclinic-to-Saddle-Node
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Fig. 13. Summary of critical interactions at three different wind velocities. (UW =
28 m/s, 26 m/s, 16 m/s and US = 6.18 m/s)
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Nomenclature

aH : rudder-to-hull interaction coefficient
AF , AL : frontal, lateral windage area
AR : rudder area
CX , CY , CN , CK : wind loading coefficients in surge, sway, yaw, roll
fΛ : open-water normal rudder force coefficient
FN : rudder normal force
H : max ship height
H : mean ship height
Ixx, Izz : roll, yaw ship mass moment of inertia
KH ,KP ,KR,KW : hydrodynamic reaction, propeller, rudder and wind

moments in roll
LOA : ship length overall
m : ship mass
NH , NP , NR, NW : hydrodynamic reaction, propeller, rudder and wind

moments in yaw
p : roll angular velocity
qh : dynamic pressure at reference height h
qref : effective dynamic pressure
r : yaw rate
u, v : surge, sway velocity
UR : inflow velocity at rudder
US : nominal ship speed
xH : x-coordinate of point of action of rudder to hull

interaction force
XH ,XP ,XR,XW : hydrodynamic reaction, propeller, rudder and wind

forces in surge
zR, xR : longitudinal, vertical position of rudder
YH , YP , YR, YW : hydrodynamic reaction, propeller, rudder and wind

forces in sway

Greek letters

δ : rudder angle
Λ : rudder aspect ratio
ρ : water density
φ : roll angle
ψ : heading of ship




